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Children with better physical fitness levels have greater volume of
gray matter
November 21, 2017, University of Granada

Researchers from the University of Granada (UGR) have proven that physical
fitness in children may affect their brain structure, which in turn may have an
influence on their academic performance. More specifically, the researchers
have confirmed that physical fitness in children is associated with a greater
volume of gray matter in several cortical and subcortical brain regions.
In particular, aerobic capacity is
associated with greater gray matter
volume in frontal regions (premotor
cortex and supplementary motor cortex),
subcortical regions (hippocampus and
caudate nucleus), temporal regions
(inferior temporal gyrus and
parahippocampal gyrus) and the
calcarine cortex. All of those regions are
important for the executive function as
well as for learning, motor and visual
processes.
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Group suggests pushing age of
adolescence to 24 23 hours ago
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This study has been published in NeuroImage, and is part of the ActiveBrains
project, which is a randomized clinical trial involving more than 100
overweight/obese children led by Francisco B. Ortega.

Onions could hold key to fighting
antibiotic resistance 22 hours ago

"Our work aims at answering questions such as whether the brain of children
with better physical fitness is different from that of children with worse
physical fitness and if this affects their academic performance," Ortega
explains.

Anemia discovery offers new
targets to treat fatigue in millions

"The answer is short and forceful: yes, physical fitness in children is linked in
a direct way to important brain structure differences, and such differences are
reflected in the children's academic performance."
Additionally, the UGR research associates motor ability with higher gray
matter volume in two regions essential for language processing and reading:
the inferior frontal gyrus and the superior temporal gyrus. However, muscular
strength didn't show any independent association with gray matter volume in
any brain region.
According to Irene Esteban-Cornejo, postdoctoral researcher at the
University of Granada and main author of this paper, gray matter volume in
the cortical and subcortical regions influenced by physical fitness improves in
turn the children's academic performance.
Moreover, "physical fitness is a factor that can be modified through physical
exercise, and combining exercises that improve the aerobic capacity and the
motor ability would be an effective approach to stimulate brain development
and academic performance in overweight/obese children."
This scientific paper is an important contribution which should be taken into
account by educational and public health institutions. "We appeal both to
politicians, who make educational laws that are increasingly more focused on
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instrumental subjects, and to teachers, who are the final link in the chain and
teach Physical Education day after day. School is the only entity that gathers
every children in a mandatory way for a period of at least 10 years, and as
such, it's the ideal context for applying such recommendations," the
researchers write.
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More information: Irene Esteban-Cornejo et al. A whole brain volumetric
approach in overweight/obese children: Examining the association with
different physical fitness components and academic performance. The
ActiveBrains project, NeuroImage (2017). DOI:
10.1016/j.neuroimage.2017.08.011
Journal reference: NeuroImage
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Improving academic performance with physical
fitness June 19, 2014

Your brain responses to music reveal if
you're a musician or not January 23, 2018

Physical fitness in childhood and adolescence is beneficial for both physical
and mental health throughout life. However, a growing body of evidence
suggests that it may also play a key role in brain health and academic
performance. ...

How your brain responds to music listening can reveal whether
you have received musical training, according to new Nordic
research conducted in Finland (University of Jyväskylä and
AMI Center) and Denmark (Aarhus University).

Trends in kids' fitness not as bad as
assumed October 31, 2017
Global increases in childhood obesity are frequently
assumed to go hand-in-hand with decreased motor
performance in young children. But, according to a report in
Frontiers in Pediatrics, first graders around Baden-Baden, ...

Study links cardiorespiratory fitness,
thinner gray matter and better math
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New neuron-like cells allow investigation
into synthesis of vital cellular
components January 22, 2018
Neuron-like cells created from a readily available cell line have
allowed researchers to investigate how the human brain
makes a metabolic building block essential for the survival of all living
organisms. A team led by researchers ...

Finding unravels nature of cognitive
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A Father Creates An Amazing
Timelapse Of His Daughter Aging

New England's Absurd Energy Policies
Exposed By Bomb Cyclone

Dutch photographer and filmmaker Frans Hofmeester filmed
his lovely ...

The cold blast hitting the U.S. is exposing the absurdity of leftwing ...

Robot Who Once Promised To Destroy
Humanity Now "Loves" Humans

A Beautiful Tortoiseshell Cat Whose
Adorable Face Is Divided

Sophia, the social humanoid robot who freaked people out
after promising to ...

Quimera’s adorable little visage sports black fur and a blue
eye on one ...

A Confused German Shepherd
Retraces When His Human Disappears

10 Signs You May Have Cancer
As a rule, cancer is hard to detect in its early stages

While going for a walk on a lovely day, a really beautiful
German shepherd ...

Mythical 'Fire-Breathing' Alpaca Caught
On Camera
Aron Shultz, the owner of Rusty Stars Alpaca Farm in
Winterset, Iowa, US, ...

Where Did The Neanderthals Go?
Neanderthals – so named because their remains were first
discovered in the ...
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